
Introducing ‘La Vie En Rose’
The stunning new collection of handmade jewellery  
by Kate McCoy
 

Unique. Alluring. Edgy. - Kate McCoy’s latest jewellery collection embraces distinction and femininity. 
Delicately handcrafted from a combination of rose quartz (heart stone), gold leaf, organic pressed rose 
petals, silver and resin, the first collection for 2011 ’La vie en Rose’ is destined to be a hit with Sydney’s 
fashion scene.
 
Launching: 24th February 2011, 6-8pm, 84 Gould Street, Bondi Beach
 
Smooth and glossy, hard and edgy, delicate and bold – the distinctive collection finds the balance 
between chunky fashion and refined designer jewellery. Resin medallions filled with gold leaf and 
pressed rose petals are framed by hard-edged silver hanging on fine, feminine chains. Rings with 
simple lines and soft geometry encase beautiful pink rose quartz gemstones to present a truly  
unique style.
 
Designed to be worn on any occasion, Kate McCoy necklaces can be worn as feature pieces  
with long maxi dresses, while bracelets with silver petal charms compliment pretty summer dresses.  
Eye-catching statement ear pieces bring an edgy touch to a simple jeans and singlet ensemble.
 
Inspired by Edith Piaf’s ‘La vie en Rose’, the collection is about the quest to love and live without regret. 
Each piece of jewellery is individual, designed produced and hand finished by Kate McCoy.  Jewellery 
prices range from: $180- $780.
 
About Kate McCoy
Kate studied at UNSW COFA majoring in jewellery design and French. After living in Mumbai India for  
6 months in 2009-2010 to study gemmology and diamond grading, Kate returns to Australia to unveil 
her first solo collection. Merging jewellery with floristry, ‘La vie en Rose’ launches at Maggie May 
Flowers on the infamous boutique strip, Gould Street, Bondi Beach on 24th February, before Kate  
jets off to New York to inspire the next collection.
 
Kate McCoy Jewellery has been worn on the red carpet at various Australian events such as the  
Arias and Logies. She clad Rogue traders, Mindi Jackson, for her Logies finale stage performance  
in pieces from the armoured dreams collection, a collaboration with fashion designer Justine Davis.
 
Amongst more conventional jewellery making such as wedding bands and engagement ring design, 
Kate has merged jewellery and metal couture with kitchen design for advertising campaigns for  
SMEG ovens and created metal sculptures for music videos for bands such as Art vs Science.
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For further information or to RSVP for the launch, please contact:
Kate McCoy  P: 0424 205 863   E: info@katemccoy.com


